KOREA: SOUTHERN ELECTIONS AND LAND REFORM; NORTHERN BONDS

Radio Pyongyang continues its vigorous attack on the 30 May elections and on the Southern land reform law; both are said to be "country-ruining" and indicative of the wickedness and weakness of Syngman Rhee.
well-being of the people." And, in the 15 May broadcast formally announcing the issue, Finance Minister Choi Chang Ik explains how the current issue will advance that "well-being." He lists in general terms the projects to be financed and contrasts the new issue with those authorized during the Japanese occupation, in the American-occupied South, and by capitalist nations in general.

"The bonds of our country are bonds which have new characters and new objectives for peace, democracy, freedom, independence and happiness of the people. ... In contrast, the bonds recklessly issued by capitalist nations are antipopular from beginning to end and are no more than a means to exploit the people--fraudulent measure designed to accomplish the reactionary objectives of a minority privileged class."

d. "Mass Cultural Activities" Pushed: In a departure from the usual glowing praise of all things Northern, Pyongyang takes unnamed "business establishments" to task for failing to develop workers' cultural activities. The 12 May broadcast points out that at a certain plant "cultural activities. ..." 12 May in such a way that the interest of the workers is not sufficiently aroused. Furthermore the organization of agitators leaves room for improvement.

"It is the historic task of the working class and the laboring people to arm themselves with enhanced class consciousness and patriotism in making efforts to increase production. In order to do so we must redouble our efforts to absorb the advanced Soviet culture on a scientific basis, organizing study groups on a planned basis. Also activities of mass agitation must be organized more rationally in order to drive home to the workers the laws and ordinances of the Government. ... Also activities must be organized to raise the physical standard of the workers."
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